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Inventors Seek Patents for Turkey Gadgets 
Dozens of inventors hold patents—or have ones pending—on 
gadgets and processes for cooking turkey.  
By Charles Passy  
Nov. 26, 2013 10:32 p.m. ET 

 

Check out some of the inventions that are patented--or pending patent--to deliver a better, faster, easier turkey to America's 
table this holiday season.  

For traditionalists, Thanksgiving isn't the same without the classic oven-roasted turkey. For others, it's the fried bird that has 
become the new holiday standard. 

But for Bryan Hirokane, it is less about the way the turkey is cooked and more about the fact that it has first been carefully 
deboned—as per a methodology so exacting that he holds a patent on it.  

Think surgeon-worthy slicing and severing "such that the thighbone can be removed while leaving substantially all 
flesh…attached to the rest of the fowl," to quote from Mr. Hirokane's patent application. (Most of the other bones are similarly 
dispatched, according to the patent notes.) The result is a bird that Mr. Hirokane says is decidedly more compact and therefore 
quicker to cook. 

"It kind of resembles a meatloaf," says the 67-year-old retired mechanical engineer who lives in Honolulu, Hawaii. He makes a 
point of enjoying his bone-free bird not just on Thanksgiving, but also throughout the year. 

It turns out that Mr. Hirokane isn't alone: Dozens of gourmet-minded inventors hold patents—or have ones pending—on a 
range of gadgets and processes (and yes, you can patent "any new and useful process," according to the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office) that aim to deliver the best possible bird to America's table. Or, at the very least, to deliver a bird that can be 
prepared in less time or with fewer hassles.  

Their innovations range from turkey tools like wind guards (in case you are cooking your bird outside) and tricked-out basters 
to full-blown turkey cookers—as in all sorts of smokers and fryers and even a compact rotisserie oven that can accommodate 
up to a 12-pounder. 
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And that's not factoring in what might be dubbed turkey ephemera, such as a dip bowl or a cake pan designed in the shape of 
the beloved bird. It is also not taking into account any number of new "gobble calls" for turkey hunters. 

 

While the Patent and Trademark Office doesn't exactly track the growth in turkey innovation, those who follow the patent 
world say inventors are talking turkey with increasing regularity. And notwithstanding Mr. Hirokane's year-round turkey 
consumption—he says his bird-oriented diet helped him lower his blood pressure and cholesterol—they are often doing so 
partly for Thanksgiving-related reasons.  

"You may cook turkey only once a year, but everybody cooks it that day," says Gene Quinn, a 
patent attorney in Virginia who blogs about the invention industry and has made note of such turkey 
innovations as a process for making turkey "rib cuts" (think a turkey steak of sorts) and a safety shut-off for an outdoor turkey 
fryer.  

Related 

 

Photo: Keith Bedford.  

Nine-year-old Asher Weintraub was inspired by this year's rare confluence of Hanukkah and Thanksgiving. His invention? The 
Menurkey, a turkey-shaped menorah.  

Len Winebrenner, of Hoagland, Ind., came up with an idea during his attempts at frying turkey, and occasionally chicken 
wings, outdoors. "It's the old 'necessity is the mother of invention' thing," he says. To keep breezes from cooling the fryer pot, 
he started using cardboard boxes as a makeshift wind screen, then decided to try a cylinder of sorts. "I bought a trash can and 
cut a hole in it," he says. After some tinkering, he eventually got a patent for his device, the "Fryer's Friend," as he dubs it.  

A number of inventors and invention-minded companies, especially those associated with the "As Seen on TV" product 
marketplace, have jumped on the bird bandwagon.  

SAS Group, a direct marketing firm in Tarrytown, N.Y., that has brought the world samurai-worthy knives and car-dent 
removers alike, now touts a Turbo Roaster—a $20 gadget that it claims makes quick work of a bird ("Cook Your Holiday 24 lb 
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Turkey in Just 2 Hours!" the company says on its website) by way a "turbo tube" that pumps steam into the bird while it is 
cooking. 

 

Ron Popeil with his Olive Oil Fryer. Ron Popeil  

Then, there is Ron Popeil, the pitchman of infomercial fame. He is a two-time turkey gizmo inventor—first with his rotisserie 
oven (which is still sold, albeit in a new version, by his former firm, Ronco), and now with an Olive Oil Fryer that he 
plans to introduce next year. He says the patented fryer, which works indoors, is designed to prepare 
everything from french fries to fried chicken, but Mr. Popeil says it is still the big bird aspect that captures 
the public's imagination.  

"There has always been a fascination with products that do whole turkeys," he says.  

Being a turkey innovator is a challenge. Take Mr. Hirokane's deboning process: Despite his faith in the methodology (and the 
$10,000 he says he paid out in attorney fees to secure the patent), he says his efforts to sell others on using it—he has pitched 
turkey processors and supermarkets alike—have gone nowhere in the decade since the patent was issued.  

His latest marketing strategy? He has made a video demonstrating the process that he hopes might capture the attention of 
food-industry professionals. It includes the tagline: "Every day could be a turkey day."  

Others say they are similarly stymied by the fact that Americans don't cook enough turkey outside of Thanksgiving to justify 
buying something bird-related. Turkey meat production in the U.S. has remained fairly flat at about six billion pounds annually 
since 2008, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 

 

Drawing from Bryan Hirokane's patent for deboning a turkey. Bryan Hirokane  

Which is perhaps why Diego Decal, a 49-year-old chemist-turned-inventor in Loxahatchee, Fla., is 
making note of other possible uses for his patented turkey baster with a curved end. It is designed 
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in such a way that the basting can be done without having to pull the turkey all the way out of the 
oven.  

Lately, Mr. Decal finds the baster comes in handy when he needs to unclog the evaporator drain on 
his air conditioner. "I can probably make more money selling it to an AC company," he says of his 
invention. 

There is another issue these inventors face: not everybody cooks turkey on Thanksgiving. Edd Jantz, a culinary enthusiast in 
Jensen Beach, Fla., has other plans. Mr. Jantz, a construction manager by trade, is also a turkey innovator—he has invented and 
patented a gauge that helps determine the right amount of oil to use in a turkey fryer.  

But while he does fry the occasional bird himself, he likes to make a statement of a different sort on Thanksgiving by indulging 
in his passion for exotic meats, from yak to kangaroo. So what's going to be on Mr. Jantz's table this holiday season? "I'm 
cooking a camel tenderloin," he says.  

Write to Charles Passy at cpassy@marketwatch.com  

	  


